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50 years ago…

The noblest American ever was assassinated on 25 August 1967. I
was nine-years-old when it happened. Those visitors unfamiliar
with the life and death of George Lincoln Rockwell should read
this article by William Pierce.
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Day of Wrath, 3
A class with Colin Ross

The best explanation of the trauma model of
mental disorders I know appears in the book The
Trauma Model by Colin Ross.
 
The problem of attachment to the perpetrator

Attachment theory, originally developed by John
Bowlby, is one of the most fruitful platforms with

which to explain human psychological development. Evolution
always chooses its available mechanisms for its use, and since
every living creature has the imperative to survive, hominids
developed an unconscious structure to maintain the illusion of
parental love even when there really is none.

Perhaps the most popularly accessible way in which we can
imagine presenting what attachment is, is through a modern fairy
tale: Artificial Intelligence produced by Kubrick but directed by
Spielberg. I’m referring to the scenes in which the father, Henry,
warns the mother, Monica, not to imprint their adoptive son
David with the program of affective attachment, if she is not
completely sure that she will want to reciprocate the love that
David would profess, since the program is irreversible (“The robot
child’s love would be sealed—in a sense hardwired—and we’d be
part of him forever”). After some time Monica reads to David the
seven magic words that imprint him (“What were those words for,
Mommy?”).

The platform which Ross is standing on in order to understand
mental disorders is what he calls “the problem of attachment to
the perpetrator.” We can visualize the enormous emotional
attachment the human child feels toward the parent by
remembering the veneration that, despite her conduct, Leonor
and Josefina always professed to their mother, María [my
grandmother, my godmother and my grand-grandmother
respectively: the subject of an unpublished chapter in this
Spanish-English translation of my book]. Such attachment is the
problem. In The Trauma Model Colin Ross wrote:

I defined the problem, in the mid-1990s, in the context of the
false memory war.

In order to defend myself against the attacks by hostile
colleagues, I sought solid ground on which to build
fortifications. It seemed like the theory of evolution offered a
good starting point. What is the basic goal of all organisms
according to the theory of evolution? To survive and reproduce.
This is true from amoeba on up to mammals. Who will dispute
that all organisms want to survive and replicate? This seemed
like safe ground.

Dragonflies, grasshoppers, salamanders and alligators do not
have families. They do not send cards on Mother’s Day. Things
are different if you are a bird or mammal. Birds and mammals
are absolutely dependent on adult caretakers for their survival
for a period after birth, which ranges from weeks to decades
depending on the species. For human parents, it seems like the
period of dependency lasts over thirty years. In some species, if
the nursing mother dies, the child dies. But in others, including
elephants, if the nursing mother dies, a female relative takes
over the care of the young one, and the child survives. In
elephants there is a built-in Child Protective Services, and there
is a sociology of attachment.

Attachment is like the migration of birds. It is built in, deep in
our brain stems and DNA. The infant bird or mammal does not
engage in a cognitive, analytical process to assess the cost-
benefit of attachment. It just happens. It’s biology. The
fundamental developmental task of the human infant is
attachment. You will and you must attach. This is true at all
levels of the organism. You must attach in order to survive
biologically, but also in order to thrive and grow at emotional,
intellectual, interpersonal and at all possible levels.

We know the consequences of failure to attach from several
sources. The first is the third world orphanage. Orphan babies
may have an adequate intake of protein, carbohydrate and fat,
and may have their diapers changed regularly, but if they are
starved for love, stimulation, attention, and affection, they are
damaged developmentally. Their growth is stunted at all levels,
including basic pediatric developmental norms.

In the text quoted above, I have eliminated all the ellipses, as I
have done with the other quotations below. Ross goes on to
explain the body of scientific evidence on the effects of abuse in
the offspring of primates: “The Harlow monkey experiments, for
instance, are systematic studies of abuse and neglect. Little
monkeys cling desperately to their unresponsive wire-and-cloth
mothers because they are trying to solve the problem of
attachment to the perpetrator, in this case the perpetrator of
neglect.” He also mentions experimental evidence that profound
neglect and sensory isolation during early infancy physically
damage the brain in a measurable way: “The mammal raised in
such an environment has fewer dendritic connections between the
nerve cells in its brain than the mammal which grew up in a
‘culturally rich’ environment.” It is in this context that Ross states
that it is developmental suicide to fail to attach, and “at all costs
and under the highest imperative, the young mammal must
attach.” He then writes:

In a sense, we all have the problem of attachment to the
perpetrator. None of us have absolutely secure attachment. We
all hate our parents for some reason, but love them at the same
time. This is the normal human condition. But there is a large
group of children who have the problem of attachment to the
perpetrator to a huge degree. They have it to such a large degree,
it is really a qualitatively different problem, I think. These are
the children in chronic trauma families. The trauma is a variable
mix of emotional, verbal, physical and sexual abuse.

 
The locus of control shift

For psychiatrists Theodore Lidz, Silvano Arieti and, in a less
systematic way, Loren Mosher [cited extensively in the previous
section of Hojas Susurrantes], in schizophrenogenic families not
only one but both parents failed terribly. If the problem of
attachment to the perpetrator is a cornerstone in understanding
the trauma model of mental disorders, there is yet another one.
Though the number one imperative for birds (and in previous
times, the dinosaurs) and mammals is to attach, in abusive
families the child makes use of another built-in reflex: to recoil
from pain. Ross explains what he calls “The locus of control shift”
(in psychology, “locus of control” is known jargon):

The scientific foundation of the locus of control shift is Piaget
and developmental psychology. We know several things about
the cognition of children age two to seven. I summarize this as
“kids think like kids.” Young children are self-centered. They are
at the center of the world, and everything revolves around them.
They cause everything in the world [“locus shift”] and they do so
through magical causality. They do not use rational, analytical,
adult cognitive strategies and vocabulary.

Imagine a relatively normal family with a four year-old
daughter. One day, the parents decide to split up and dad moves
out. What is true for this little girl? She is sad. Using normal
childhood cognition, the little girl constructs a theory to explain
her field observation: “Daddy doesn’t live here anymore because
I didn’t keep my bedroom tidy.”

This is really a dumb theory. It is wrong, incorrect, inaccurate,
mistaken and preposterous. This is how normal kids think. But
there is more to it than that. The little girl thinks to herself, “I’m
OK. I’m not powerless. I’m in charge. I’m in control. And I have
hope for the future. Why? Because I have a plan. All I have to do
is to tidy up my bedroom and daddy will move back in. I feel OK
now.”

The little girl has shifted the locus of control from inside her
parents, where it really is, to inside herself. She has thereby
created an illusion of power, control and mastery which is
developmentally protective.

Ross explains that this is normal and happens in many non-
abusive, though dysfunctional, families. He then explains what
happens in extremely abusive families:

Now consider another four year-old girl living in a major trauma
family. She has the problem of attachment to the perpetrator big
time. What is true of this little girl?

This other girl is powerless, helpless, trapped, and overwhelmed.
She can’t stop the abuse, she can’t escape it, and she can’t
predict it. She is trapped in her family societal denial, her age,
threats, physical violence, family rules and double binds. How
does the little girl cope? She shifts the locus of control.

The child says to herself, “I’m not powerless, helpless and
overwhelmed. I’m in charge here. I’m making the abuse happen.
The reason I’m abused is because I’m bad. How do I know this is
true? Because only a bad little girl would be abused by her
parents.”

A delicious exemplification of the locus of control shift in the film
A.I. is the dialogue that David has with his Teddy bear. After
Monica has abandoned him in the forest David tells his little
friend that the situation is under his control. He only has to find
the blue fairy so that she may turn him into a real boy and his
mom will love him again…

In contrast to fairy tales, in the real world instances of the locus of
control shift are sordid. In incest victims, the ideation that
everything is the fault of the girl herself is all too frequent. I
cannot forget the account of a woman who told her therapist that,
when she was a girl, she took baths immediately after her father
used her sexually. The girl felt that since she, not her father was
the dirty one and that her body was the dirty factor that aroused
the father’s appetite, she had to “fix” her little body. But there are
graver cases, even, than sexual abuse. According to Ross, in near-
psychotic families:

The locus of control shift is like an evil transfusion. All the evil
inside the perpetrator has been transfused into the self, making
the perpetrator good and safe to attach to. The locus of control
shift helps to solve the problem of attachment to the perpetrator.
The two are intertwined with each other.

Although Silvano Arieti made similar pronouncements half a
century before, these two principles as elaborated by Ross are the
true cornerstones to understand the edifice of Hojas Susurrantes.

As I mentioned in the previous section, when I visited the clinic of
Ross in Dallas as an observer, I had the opportunity to observe the
therapies undergone by some adult women. I remember a lady in
particular who said that if her husband hit her it may be because
she, not her husband, behaved naughtily. In his book Ross
mentions cases of already grown daughters, now patients of his
psychiatric clinic, who harm themselves. These self-harmers in
real life exemplify the paradigm of the girl mentioned by Ross: evil
has been transfused to the mind of the victim, who hurts herself
because she believes she is wicked. In the previous section I said
that in the film The Piano Teacher a mother totally absorbs the
life of her daughter, who in turn redirects the hate she feels toward
her mother by cutting herself in the genital area until bleeding
profusely: a practice that, as we will see in the next section, is
identical to the pre-Hispanic sacrificial practice of spilling the
blood of one’s own genitals among Amerinds.

In his brief class Ross showed us why, however abusive our
parents, a Stockholm syndrome elevated to the nth degree makes
us see our parents as good attachment objects. The little child is
like a plant that cannot but unfold towards the sun to survive.
Since even after marriage and independence the adult child very
rarely reverts in her psyche the locus of control shift to the original
source, she remains psychically disturbed. For Lloyd deMause,
this kind of super-Stockholm syndrome from parents to children
and from children to grandchildren is the major flaw of the human
mind, the curse of Homo sapiens that results in an alter ego in
which all of the malignancy of the perpetrator has been transfused
to the ego of the victim. In a divided self this entity strives for
either (1) substituting, through the locus of control shift, the
unconscious anger felt towards the parents on herself with self-
harming, addictions, anorexia or other sorts of self-destructive
behavior, and/or (2) harming the partner or the next generation of
children. In either case the cause of this process is the total
incapability of judging and processing inside ourselves the
behavior of the parent: the problem of attachment to the
perpetrator.
 
___________

The objective of the book is to present to the racialist community my
philosophy of The Four Words on how to eliminate all unnecessary
suffering. If life allows, the following week I will publish here the section on
the discoverer of psychohistory, Lloyd deMause. Those interested in
obtaining a copy of Day of Wrath can request it through Amazon Books.
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Iconoclast America
All across America a great iconoclasm is
happening. What started with murmurs of
disapproval and the banishing of suspect symbols
has become an out and out torrent of rage against
collective memory. In towns and cities across the
South, Confederate monuments that have stood in
their silent watch for a century or more are being
dismantled and removed in the dead of night by

cowardly municipal councils hoping to appease the howling mob.

Read the rest of this article by Veiko Hessler: here.
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Reply to Spencer
Richard Spencer has said that this 2015 speech—:

—is one of his favourites. Halfway through the video he apparently
accused the Judeo-Christian tradition for the calamity that fell on
the West today: a sense of guilt that leads whites to seek their
extinction around the globe.

It is curious that Matt Heimbach was in the front row listening to
Spencer during that conference of American Renaissance. In the
Q&A section, almost at the end of the video another Christian
made the remark that in the Middle Ages white people did not feel
guilty. Spencer replied that regarding ‘our capacity to become our
own worst enemy, I don’t blame Judaism and Christianity on that.
I think that goes much deeper. That might be some internal aspect
of ours, that we were able to disembody shame and eat it and keep
it inside ourselves or something like that. I do think that the
modern guilt phenomena is a post-Christian phenomena.’

In this site I have said that Christianity is like AIDS: that whites
were carriers of HIV, a virus for the white mind, since the
beginning of our era but the outbreak only occurred in modern
times.

Consider, for example, how the Renaissance popes were virtual
generals who just went into the fields to kill their enemies in
battles, and how the present pope is their antithesis: Francisco I
follows infinitely more closely the gospel of Jesus. It is no
coincidence that the current pope was the first in the history of the
Roman Catholic Church to adopt the name of St. Francis of Assisi,
the saint who tried to bring the words of Jesus into practice in all
their purity. What Christians ignore is that this neo-Franciscanism
so to speak or out-group altruism is precisely the HIV phase of our
times.

Let there be no doubt: white nationalists, including what Spencer
said at the conference and many others, subscribe the Christian
ethics of loving one’s neighbor as oneself. They are perfect
examples of what I call neo-Franciscanism, a secular love for the
Other. Unlike Charles Darwin, Roger Pearson and other
eugenicists, white nationalists wish the best for the black and the
brown races as long as they thrive in their respective countries,
and are even ready to help them as much as possible.

The AIDS / HIV analogy has to be true, for there is no record of
pre-Christian whites having suffered from out-group altruism and
tremendous guilt in the thousands of years of pre-Christian
civilisations. As I recall when as a child I went with my family to
Mass, I was very annoyed by the striking on the chests that, except
me, all gave themselves pronouncing the words ‘Por mi culpa, por
mi culpa, por mi grande culpa’ (Mea culpa, mea culpa, mea
maxima culpa in the original Latin).

Imagine the billions of times that, over two millennia, whites have
uttered these insane words while reciting the Confiteor on the par
of literally striking themselves on the chest. Does Spencer and
company really believe that after abandoning the religion of our
parents no residue is left of that ‘malware’?

Spencer sometimes quotes Nietzsche. But he never quotes the
Nietzscheans of today as we do. There is a special quote that I have
been quoting over the years: a page that I stole from a Swedish
blogger who is no longer active on the internet. It is worth
repeating:

With Christ as part of the equation, the Christian ethics of the
Gospels became balanced. Humans were seen as imperfect and
it was Christ who covered for us with his self-sacrifice. In
Secular Christianity [modern-day liberalism] each person has to
be like Jesus himself, doing self-sacrifice, since there’s no other
way to fulfil Christian ethics.

White nationalists do not realise the havoc caused by removing
Christ from the equation: the psyche of secular whites was left
with naked guilt, especially after altruistically they handed over
their mainstream media and Hollywood to the subversive Jews!

When I was living in California, I once heard Charles Stanley’s
sermon on television, and was very impressed that he said in front
of millions of viewers that he deserved hell, eternal torture
according to his fundamentalist interpretation of the Gospels (his
words ‘and burn and burn…’ still resonate in my mind). But he
added that Jesus could save us from the fire. I was so impressed
by this sermon that I ordered the recording from his church by
regular mail, which at that time was made with those
audiocassettes that have since fallen into disuse.

The race realists who go to the American Renaissance conferences
are clueless of the infinite harm that such ideas have caused in the
Aryan psyche. It is not surprising at all that, once the millennial
theology is rejected, the worm of guilt has not yet been extirpated
from the secular mind. And once Christ is left out of the equation,
the only way that the secularists may atone for their sins is by
inviting, with the help of the subversive tribe, the coloureds into
their lands.

From this point of view it is not homicide by the Jews what the
Aryans of today suffer. It is assisted suicide.

I do not tire of repeating it: there is no historical evidence of
suicidal guilt before Christianity, so Spencer’s response at the
conference is refutable. With the exception of Revilo Oliver, the
psychological sequels of the dismissal of Christianity is a subject
not studied by white nationalists.

Next Sunday I will add one more passage from the anti-Christian
novel Julian to this site.
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‘Racism is evil’

Barry Lyndon meets King George III

 
After Charlottesville only Tucker of Fox News is barely tolerable to
watch, who yesterday mentioned once more The Daily Stormer in
the context of free speech. I even find President Trump intolerable
to watch. In his speech yesterday he said that ‘racism is evil’ in the
context of ‘white supremacy’.

Yesterday I also watched some scenes of the 1975 film Barry
Lyndon. I could not believe the beauty of many of the film’s
exteriors, which were shot in Ireland, England and what was
Prussia. Kubrick drew inspiration from the landscapes of painters
such as Watteau and Gainsborough.

It is impossible not to compare the two images I saw yesterday: a
brief shot of a Prussian city when Europe was healthy and
awesomely beautiful, and the few seconds of the American
president saying the exact opposite of the truth. (‘Racism’ should
be considered the noblest of virtues in these dark times.)

I must paraphrase what Hunter Wallace said five years ago on the
fourth of July: ‘We [Americans] invite King George III to come
back and resume the throne. He could dissolve the Union, arrest
the pretender in the White House, and round up our so-called
“representatives” in Congress. In exchange for an apology and a
promise to never misbehave again, we get lower taxes, a less
intrusive government, secure borders, and an end to all the
madness that has flowed from the “self evident” idea that “all men
are created equal”.’

Alas, George is no longer with us.
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Three-eyed raven, 4

Editor’s note. This is exactly what contemporary white nationalists, unlike
those American eugenicists of yore, are still unwilling to acknowledge.

This should be the ABC of racial studies, but when will nationalists be
willing to travel with the Raven and learn the lessons of the remote past?

 

As the prosperity of Athens grew, more and more foreigners
crowded into Attica, with intermarriage inevitably occurring. A
temporary halt to the pollution of the Athenian citizenry by the
offspring of aliens came in 451 B.C., when the great Pericles
pushed through a law restricting citizenship to those born of an
Athenian father and an Athenian mother. Only four decades later,
however, in order to make up the enormous losses suffered in the
Peloponnesian War, Athens bestowed citizenship on tens of
thousands of foreigners.

And in the fourth century, although the citizenship law of Pericles
remained on the books, every variety of Levantine mongrel was
claiming Athenian citizenship. The banking industry of Athens, for
example, was entirely in the hands of Semites, who had taken
Greek names and were awarded citizenship for “service to the
state,” much in the way Jews and Negroes have been elevated to
the British “nobility” by the score in recent decades.

Intermarriage was rife, and the darkening of the Hellenes of
Athens was well under way. Racial, moral, and cultural decline
went hand in hand. The second-century historian Polybius
described his countrymen as “degenerate, pleasure-seeking
beggars, without loyalty or belief, and without hope for a better
future.”

In the reign of Augustus, the Roman writer Manilius reckoned the
Hellenes among the dark nations (coloratae genies). And so the
Athenians, like the Spartiates, passed from the pages of history.

If it is difficult to believe that as great a state as Athens could pass
from Nordic genius and glory to mongrelized squalor in a few
centuries, just think for a moment of the racial transformation of
America which has taken place in a single century. And imagine
what America will be like two or three centuries hence (barring a
White revolution), when Whites are a minority, outnumbered by
both Blacks and Chicanos. America’s technology and industry may
coast along for a century or two on the momentum acquired from
earlier generations, as Athens’ culture did, but the American
people—the real Americans—will have passed from the pages of
history.

The passing of the Hellenes must be regarded as one of the
greatest tragedies of our race. A great-hearted and noble people,
filled with genius and energy, they seized upon the resources in
labor, material, and land which their conquest of the conservative
Mediterranean world offered, and they wrought one of the most
progressive civilizations this earth has yet seen. Indeed, many of
their creations remain unsurpassed to this day.

This catastrophic mixing of bloods has occurred over and over
again in the history and prehistory of our race, and each time it
has been lethal. The knowledge of this has been with us a long
time, but it has always failed us in the end. The Hellenes of Sparta
and Athens both strove to keep their blood pure, but both
ultimately perished. The only way they could have survived would
have been to eliminate the entire indigenous population, either
through expulsion or extermination, from the areas of the
Mediterranean world in which they settled.

___________________

Note: The above quotations of William Pierce’s book are contextualized in
The Fair Race’s Darkest Hour (available also in book form—see sidebar). If
life permits, next Tuesday I will comment on another passage from the
history of the white race coming from the pen of the American ‘Raven’.
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Hypocrite Molyneux
Further to ‘Tucker on The Daily Stormer’. The Orwellian making
of Andrew Anglin a non-person continues. Yesterday he
complained:

Please continue to spread the fact that I am on here [Gab],
giving updates. Tell everyone…

I want to reiterate that I am shocked that A[lex] J[ones],
[Stefan] Molyneux and others on the right are not openly
coming to my defence. Only Tucker has.

This is coming for all of you next.

I want to add something to what I already said in ‘On Stefan
Molyneux’.

Molyneux is perfect as the first stepping-stone that a recalcitrant
normie has to step on while crossing the Rubicon from
Normieland to National Socialism. However, once you are already
at the other side, a psychological phenomenon occurs. The
hypocrisy of the Alt-Lighters, including Molyneux, becomes
extremely annoying.

This documentary from the mainstream media about
Charlottesville is, as expected, biased against pro-whites. But I
confess that I found so inspiring the very first minute that now I
wish I should have been in that magic night ten days ago!

The mystique of that moment will never be
conveyed by someone like Molyneux,
whose YouTube videos are quite boring for
the highly red-pilled man. So much talk
about free speech in hundreds of his
videos… but when a Neo-Nazi like Anglin
gets ‘vaporised’ in the internet, a word used
by Orwell in 1984, he doesn’t say a peep.

Purple-pill your normie friends with Molyneux if you like. But
once they are firmly at the middle of the river call their attention
to the ‘best article on the Jewish question’, linked on the sidebar
below the laureated coin of Pierce.
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Eugenics and Race, 5
Note from the Editor:

A former sponsor of this blog speculated that I wanted to
exterminate Mediterraneans like him. That is nonsense—I
myself look like a Med. Not even Himmler wanted to do
such thing.

This said, Richard Spencer fails horribly when fantasizing
a New Rome that does not distinguish between, say, Sicilians and
Norwegians.

These passages from the fifth chapter of Eugenics and Race (available here)
show what mudblood states in Europe ought to do if they wanted inclusion
in a Fourth Reich.
 

In a Brave New World such as Aldous Huxley pictures, it is quite
conceivable that the citizens of a state might be persuaded by
propaganda (or even forced) to accept foster parenthood, in which
case future generations would be produced from parents specially
selected for this role… Nations which have been largely
mongrelised could be rejuvenated through the proper selection of
representative donors for artificial insemination…

It must be possible to show that the donor has a ‘pure’ and
‘healthy’ genetic constitution, not merely a seemingly fit body,
mind and personality himself. This means that he must be
‘racially’ pure—capable of breeding true to the healthy lines
required. If in his family history there are inherited faults present
in his genes, due to earlier crossing with unhealthy stock, then the
individual cannot be allowed to donate either egg or sperm.

Eventually we must aim to build up a capable and healthy race
which will breed only capable and healthy kind. When that is
achieved we shall have a ‘pure race’ (for a pure race is no more
than a group of individuals who are capable of interbreeding and
reproducing similarly pure kind). To obtain a ‘pure race’, however,
we have to rely on breeding from pure stock: from stock which has
proved itself racially true through several generations.

Fortunately, relatively pure healthy stock of every main racial type
still does exist, and so the nations and the races of the world, if
they act early, can use artificial insemination as a boon to
mankind, and so go far towards breeding back the ‘ideal’ types
that must once have existed—or even improve on these types. We
in Northern Europe for our part can perhaps hope to recreate a
society comparable to that of the Heroes of Asgard.
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Siege, 14
Removing All Options

For the Movement over the past twenty years
there has always been the option of take it or leave
it. If you got mad or discouraged you could always
pickup your marbles and go home. Indeed this
has been the case for all White America. And
when given a choice, human nature inevitably
takes the course of least resistance. The diabolic
nature of the Big Brother System in power today

may be largely responsible for breeding a race of docile
“consumers” who roll over like a spaniel when kicked and
otherwise outraged, but for us that is no reason, no excuse, for
revolutionary inaction. It CAN be done!

They say a coward will allow himself to be bullied and backed up
as long as there is room left for him to back up. All of White
America has been behaving like a damned coward in the face of
arrogant Blacks and traitors in government dismantling the once-
great United States of America. Before it is too late, let’s see to it
that the big coward at last gets backed into a corner so that he is
going to have to come out fighting!

It’s a crying shame and disgrace that every incident that’s
happened so far with only one or two exceptions, which even
comes close to being revolutionary, has either happened as an
accident or as the result of Red agitation. The riots recently in the
South are excellent examples. We may thank our lucky stars that
the Jews have whipped the Blacks into such a volatile state that
they’ll go off at the drop of a hat. Some news accounts did mention
roving pick-up trucks of Whites shooting Blacks at random in
places where order had broken down. But the object is not to kill
Blacks… it is to FAN THE FLAMES! If we can’t get the Whites off
their asses to retake control of their destiny then we can at least
put them in a position where they will have to fight for their
miserable lives!

And with a general conflagration going on that will involve police
and armed forces, we can, if we are slick about it, assume the
guiding position amidst the disorder and coordinate it into what it
must become: a revolution to smash the System!

The way things are so delicately arranged in this country today,
incidents like the one in Miami and elsewhere can be expected to
blow up anytime, anywhere. They said some White cops in Miami
beat a Black to death and because these cops got off the charge,
the Blacks of Miami went wild. If the Movement had been
organized and on the ball, those flames would still be burning.
How about six such “Miami’s” at once across the country? Or a
DOZEN? Enough to pin down all the System’s troops to allow us to
go after Big Brother himself!

If, as Rockwell said, your uniform in the coming war is the color of
your skin, then what, I ask, shall be your insignia of rank? We
must view and realize that ALL OF WHITE AMERICA is our army.
The leaders, the officers in this army, are those who take action
and who strike like lightning. We are the cause, they are the effect.

Vol. IX, #4 – August, 1980

Order a copy of Siege (here)
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Kriminalgeschichte, 10
Today at dawn I discovered that David Irving has said that Rupert
Murdoch is Jewish. If true, that would explain a lot of things I did
not understand about Fox News, as it means that in the US there
is not a single powerful TV network under the command of an
Aryan.

In white nationalism the Jewish parasite is considered the
primary cause that is exterminating whites. But who are worse:
the parasites or those who behave like cattle because of their set of
values? How on earth could the Aryans started to hand over their
media to a subversive tribe right after Napoleon’s emancipation of
them?

Hollywood released the movie The Time Machine when I was just
two years old. The world of beautiful Eloi frolicking under the sun
impressed George, the main protagonist of the film, soon after
reaching the year 802,701 CE. But the Utopia was soon over when,
carried off by the current of a river, blonde Weena screams for
help but none of her male, blond companions show any concern.
George rescues her and she tells George that her people are called
the Eloi. Later George learns that the Eloi are the cattle of the
Morlock cannibals.

Hating the Morlocks is easy, even to the point of wanting to
exterminate them. But what about the extraordinary passivity of
the Eloi? Two different species are required for the parasite-cattle
dynamics, and in the case of the 1960 film, two wills. White
nationalists are dedicated to investigate the Morlocks. I prefer to
analyze the Eloi.

For example, it bothers me when Hunter Wallace praises Julius
Caesar to the degree of embedding, in several entries of Occidental
Dissent, clips of the famous series of HBO on Rome. That is not
the historical Rome but “Holly-Rome”—I have complained a lot
about white nationalists not reading Who We Are.

In Imperial Rome, in addition to the genocide of the Aryan Celts
which the Romans, comparatively swarthier, perpetrated, I
wonder if white nationalists know that Caesar also supported the
Jews in many ways, and that Augustus generously endowed the
Temple of Jerusalem, as Karlheinz Deschner writes in the first
volume of Kriminalgeschichte des Christentums. In the section
under the heading ‘Interpretatio Christiana’ Deschner tells us
about the origins of Christianity:

Not the Jews, but the Christians now became
the ‘people of Israel’, from which the Jews had
apostatised. In this way, they snatched from the
Jews the Old Testament and used it as a weapon
against them, an extraordinary process of
forgery that is called Interpretatio Christiana: a
unique phenomenon that has no history in the

history of religions, and which is practically the only original
feature of Christianity.

‘Your Scriptures, or rather, not yours, but ours!’ wrote Justin in
the second century. Justin is sure that ‘although they read them,
they don’t understand them.’ To the literal sense of the
Scriptures they opposed, in an exegetical operation that rises the
hair, a supposed symbolic or spiritual sense, to be able to affirm
that ‘the Jews did not understand’ their own sacred texts.

But not only the texts were stolen but the body remains of the
Maccabees who had fought against our hero Antiochus! Deschner
writes about the ‘relics’ of the Maccabees:

…preserved from the second century BC. in the great synagogue
of Antioch, were declared Christian. Moreover, at the end of the
fourth century, these relics were moved, so that the Jews were
unable to worship them. And they turned the Jewish
commemoration into a festival of the Christian calendar, which
survives to this day.

The Christians snatched from the Jews whatever might be useful
for the anti-Jewish polemic. As Gabriel Laub jokes, Christianity
would not have been possible ‘if there had existed in the Old
Testament times something like the international convention of
copyright’. In the first century, Christians were already speaking
of ‘our father Abraham’ and asserted that ‘Moses, in whom you
have your hopes, is in fact your accuser.’

All of this hair-rising interpretations were systematized in
Christian theology. For theologians and Christians, if there is an
Old Testament it is only to announce things that are going to have
their fulfilment in the New; and the passages of the Old that just
do not square are eliminated. And since the Jews were the least
squares, they were suppressed for ‘apostasy’.

As I have said: Interpretatio Christiana. One religion
expropriates another and then insults, fights and persecutes the
expropriated religion. This was necessary, because in
Christianity what does not go back to paganism belongs, without
exception, to the Jewish faith: its God, its monotheism, the days
of fasting, the festivities like Easter, Pentecost… Even the word
Christ (from the Greek christos) is nothing more than a
translation of the Hebrew maschiah or ‘messiah’.

Manu Rodriguez has told us in this blog how Christianity infected
the Aryan mind. But only a thorough reading of the history of
Christianity may reveal how it turned whites into the cattle for a
parasitic subspecies of humans. Just listen to the recent
pronouncements about Charlottesville by Paul Ryan, Terence
McAuliffe, Lindsey Graham, George W. Bush, Mitt Romney and
even Jeff Sessions and countless others—the Eloi!
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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